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poster 2—binary prefixes
mtable 2014.5-prefixes for binary multiples.			

factor

name

symbol

origin

derivation

2
220
230
240
250
260
270
280

kibi
mebi
gibi

Ki
Mi
Gi

kilobinary: (210)1

kilo: (103)1

megabinary: (210)2

mega: (103)2

gigabinary: (210)3

giga: (103)3

tebi
pebi
exbi
zebi
yobi

Ti
Pi
Ei
Zi
Yi

terabinary: (210)4

tera: (103)4

petabinary: (210)5

peta: (103)5

exabinary: (210)6

exa: (103)6

zettabinary: (210)7

zetta: (103)7

yottabinary: (210)8

yotta: (103)8

10

			
mtable 2014.6-comparison of SI and binary prefixes.			

one kibibit
one kilobit
one mebibyte
one megabyte
one gibibyte
one gigabyte

			

1 Kibit = 210 bit =
1 kbit = 103 bit =
1 MiB = 220 B =
1 MB = 106 B =
1 GiB = 230 B =
1 GB = 109 B =

1024 bit
1000 bit
1 048 576 B
1 000 000 B
1 073 741 824 B
1 000 000 000 B

source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Byte
										

ICAS in use conformance per the http://www.aatideas.org/now/icas.html now ICAS page.
AAT has made efforts to ensure the quality of ICAS resources; however is not responsible for errors.
aatideas implementations of ICAS including software implementations of AppleScript or Java™ are not
designed for fault tolerance nor are intended for use in high-risk situations calling for fault tolerant
software/hardware systems.
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The New Calendar (NC), Uniform Calendar (UC) and Inter-Dial Clock (IDC) systems are part of the Integrated
Chronological Applications System (ICAS). Alliance for the Advancement of Technology (AAT) provides ICAS
standards documents subject to terms of use described in document AAT ICAS Agave-9010. Please refer to
other key AAT ICAS standards documents accessible via the AAT ICAS web site at
http://www.aatideas.org/icas for important information about ICAS.

